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DECISIONandDIRECTION OF ELECTIONOn September 6, 1973, the Teamsters Local Union No. 677, hereinafter the union, filed with theConnecticut State Board of Labor Relations, hereinafter the Board, a petition alleging that a question orcontroversy had arisen concerning the representation of employees of Griffin Hospital, Derby, hereinafterthe Hospital, in a bargaining unit consisting in "clerks, electrician, plumber, all maintenance, painter,yardman, driver, boiler engineer and fireman, also all group leader in each classifications, securityguards, carpenters, and air conditioning and refrigeration men," and requesting that, pursuant to section31-106 of the Connecticut State Labor Relations Act, hereinafter the Act, the Board investigate suchcontroversy and certify to the parties the name of the representative that has been designated or selectedby the parties.After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, a hearing was held before the Board on November8, 1973, in the Labor Department Building in Wethersfield, Connecticut, at which the parties appearedand were represented and were given full opportunity to adduce evidence, examine and cross-examinewitnesses, and make argument. The Hospital filed a written brief which was received by the Board onDecember 27, 1973. The HearingAt the beginning of the hearing the Union moved to amend its petition so as to exclude the clerks and thesecurity guards from the claimed unit (Tr. 2, 3). The Hospital consistently has taken the position that theguards should be excluded (Tr. 50, 51). It did not therefore object to their exclusion, but urged that a newdetermination of interest should be made before proceeding to an election.



The evidence at the hearing revealed that the employees of the Hospital fall into the categories which wehave found typical in these cases. Moreover the institutional organization is fairly typical except in onerespect - the family concept described below. Thus there are professional and technical employees,clerical employees, and service and maintenance employees. All of the non-professional employeesreceive the same fringe benefits and share a common grievance procedure. They all eat in the samecafeteria. There are many tasks that call for cooperative performance by employees from more than onegroup (e.g. repair of an appliance within the kitchen, or of a faulty bed in a patient's room. See Hosp. briefp. 14).The overall charge of the Hospital is vested in an administrator (Exh. 2). Under him are two assistantadministrators, a comptroller, a director of nursing, and others not concerned in this case (Id.). Undereach of the assistant administrators is a number of departments, each with its own supervisor andseparate headquarters.In 1972 the Hospital made a total wage and salary program study which involved the preparation of jobdescriptions and evaluations. As a part of this the Hospital “went into what is called a family concept."(Tr. 18). This started out with three families "where we could compare and relate similar jobs withsimilar jobs within the Hospital and outside of the Hospital through the community to more equitablyinsure to ourselves and our employees that their rates of pay . . . was fair and reasonable to similar jobs."(Tr. 18). The original families. were the general family (clerical); a technical and professional family; anda service and maintenance family. (Tr. 19). But the Hospital found that the maintenance group "did notquite fit" and so it was made a separate family. "The reason it did not quite fit was because of outsideeconomic conditions in other hospitals and in labor - other industries." (Id.) These were competitivefactors which compelled separate treatment for maintenance personnel "from a salary standpoint only."(Tr. 20).The unit claimed by the Union originally was the maintenance family except that the two clerks assignedto maintenance belong to the general family. Aside from the security guards (who will be excluded inview of the mutual desires of the parties) the maintenance personnel consist principally in skilled orsemi-skilled craftsmen and their helpers. While there is in general some interchange of personnelbetween families, there is little interchange between the jobs of craftsmen. The maintenance personnelhave distinctive uniforms. They have their own supervisor (who supervises no one from any other familyexcept the two maintenance clerks), their own locker room and their own headquarters. Many of themmay be assigned to work throughout the Hospital (as jobs to be done require), and in doing so they havecontact with personnel from other families. But their jobs are quite distinct except for the incidental kindof cooperation mentioned above. DiscussionWe find that this case falls under the principles which we have developed with great care and thought ina line of decisions culminating in Yale-New Haven Hospital, E-2413, Dec. No. 1108-A (1973) andWaterbury Hospital, E-2315, Dec. No. 1081 (1972). In its painstaking and thorough brief the Hospitalurges us to reconsider these cases and in doing so raises the following points which we have notexplicitly dealt with in our former opinions:(1) It suggests that while the Board has purported to be guided by the desires of the employees andthe principle of self-determination as a factor for decision upon the size of a bargaining unit, theBoard has actually been guided instead by the extent of union organization;



(2) The trend of decision by NLRB and the federal courts has been towards a disregard of extent ofunion organization as a proper factor in determining the size of a unit, and we should follow suit;(3) The tendency of our rulings to produce multiple units and fragmented bargaining runs counter tothe policy of recent State legislation which seeks to control the spiralling cost of health care in thepublic interest, and(4) Also counter to the recent trend of decisions among federal tribunals and those of other states.The Hospital also raises another question not present in our former hospital cases, namely that the Boarddid not take new soundings upon the Union's showing of interest among employees after an amendmenthad altered the dimensions of the claimed unit.We shall treat the last question first and return to the others.I.The Act itself makes no requirement that a petition for an election be supported by any showing thatothers beside the petitioner (“an employee or his representative") desire the election. Section 31-106(b).Neither do the formal regulations of the Board. Sections 31-101-3 through 31-101-13. The rule had itsorigin in administrative practice which was modeled more or less on a similar practice by NLRB; bothrequire a showing of interest on the part of 3.0% of the claimed unit before the election machinery will beset in motion.From the very first this Board has regarded this rule as a safeguard of the State's interest only; we haveconsistently held that an employer has no standing to question the showing of interest. It is purely amatter of internal administration and the agent' s finding upon it is conclusive. We did not fashion therule to protect the employer and we have never regarded it as serving any purpose in which he has aninterest.This is enough to dispose of the Hospital's claim. If it has no standing to question an initial determinationof interest, it surely has none to insist that there be intermediate determinations whenever the petition isamended so as to change the unit or whenever a similar change is made by a ruling of the Board.While the Hospital has no standing to challenge the Board's internal procedures created solely to protectthe State's interest, it may (as any citizen may), invite their reconsideration. The primary purpose of therule is to protect the state from the expense of unnecessary hearings before the Board and amendmentsare usually offered in the course of a hearing already in progress. To be sure the election itself willinvolve some additional expense but the scale of elections in the private sector is typically small and theBoard has never regarded this additional expense (once a hearing has been held, and deliberation anddecision upon it accomplished) significant enough to warrant the trouble, expense, and delay of taking anew inventory upon showing of interest. Of course it would be possible to have a rule which wouldrequire amendments to be filed well in advance of hearing and call for new determinations of interest oneach such amendment. This might prevent the possible abuses conjured up in the Hospital's brief. But itwould be cumbersome and rigid. Moreover we have not experienced in practice the abuses which theHospital suggests.*
* For example, unions almost invariably make a much stronger showing of interest than the required 30%, as did the Unionin this case.



Whatever the practice of NLRB (and it does differ from ours in this respect), we are persuaded that theadministrative simplicity of our long-standing rule is better adapted to conditions in this state than thealternative urged by the Hospital.We decline therefore to depart from our existing practice of making a single determination of interestupon the filing of the initial election petition. This brings us to the merits of the Hospital’s contention.II.The Board has always taken a union's petition as prima facie evidence of the extent of employee interestin being represented by the union. The Hospital urges that this confuses the extent of union organizationwith the desires of the employees to be grouped in a particular unit for bargaining purposes andtherefore serves the union's interests rather than the employees. The suggestion is that a genuineconcern for ascertaining the employees' desires would lead the Board to hold self-determinationelections among the employees, rather than to accept the petition as the guide.In theory this point has some merit. We find self-determination elections reliable and use them on someoccasions. Manchester Memorial Hospital, E-1803, Dec. No. 883 (1969); Mt. Sinai Hospital, E-2039, Dec.No. 997 (1971); Beers Guidance Clinic, E-2358, Dec. No. 1104 (1973). But the setting up of self-determination elections and the proper evaluation of their results would pose complicated and well-nighinsuperable problems except in cases where the issues are narrowly drawn by history and circumstanceor by statutory prescription (as in the case of professionals).Consider, for example, the facts of this case. The Hospital wants a unit including the service andmaintenance families with certain exclusions (clerks and security personnel). In other cases hospitalshave sought even broader units, e.g. all non-professional employees. What group, then, is to be polled: thebroadest possible group, or the group chosen by the Hospital? If the latter, why should the Hospital'sdesire to exclude certain subgroups deprive them of the chance for self-determination. Perhaps there areobjective factors which would warrant the exclusion of clerks and guards, but many of the features whichthe Hospital stresses as showing a community of interest between service and maintenance workersmust obtain in the case of other workers also.Once the group to be polled is chosen, the question will arise whether its members are to be polled alltogether, or by sub-groups. If they are polled all together the question put to them would presumably bea simple choice between favoring the all-inclusive group or not. In such a case a unanimous affirmativevote would be meaningful but a simple majority for the affirmative would not disclose who wanted what.A majority of one or more groups might want union; a majority of others separate units. Then whose willis to prevail? If multiple choices are given, the expressions of choice would be meaningless withoutknowing their source.If sub-groups are polled separately, some of these problems disappear but others emerge. Suppose theservice group wants a combined unit but the maintenance workers do not. Suppose the others want theclerks included but the clerks want to be separate. Or suppose the guards want to be included and theothers do not want them. And so on.In such an election, moreover, many questions must be hypothetical. Persons who would desire inclusionif the unit is made up one way might not want to be part of a unit differently constituted. If the questionstook account of the possible combinations they would be multiple and complex and require considerableeducation of the voters to prepare for them. If, on the other hand the questions were kept simple byignoring these possible combinations, the election result would not reveal the true desires of the electors.In either event the problems described in the last paragraph would often be encountered.



This was the Gordian knot we tried to cut by accepting the union petition as prima facie evidence of thedesires of the employees. After all, it is to the union's self-interest to get as many members as it can andthe extent of its organization is a good measure of the extent of employee interest in being representedby it. Moreover if the union has over or underestimated that interest, our practice supplies an adequatecorrective: overestimation will be cured by the union's loss of the election; underestimation by a laterpetition (by those excluded) to be added to the unit.Of course these generalizations do not always obtain and where the facts of any given case indicate adifferent situation, we have not hesitated to direct an election instead of relying on the union's desires.But our experience over the years leads us to the conclusion that our reliance on the generalizations hasnot been misplaced. By and large the unions' desires have coincided with the employees' so far as the sizeof the unit is concerned.The Hospital urges, however, that in giving weight as an evidentiary factor to the extent of unionorganization this Board "has gone against the grain of the developing labor law in this country." And itnotes (as an apparent example of this "grain") the provision in the federal Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 that"the extent to which employees have organized shall not be controlling." (Hospital Br. p. 19). The briefcontinues: "Although our legislature has not adopted a similar proviso, the philosophy inherent in theNLRB decisions analyzing unit questions with respect to the extent of union organization should and doeshave persuasive force here." Ibid. We draw exactly the opposite conclusion. From the late '40s throughthe '50s strenuous efforts were made by employer groups to have the General Assembly adopt the Taft-Hartley departures from the original Wagner Act which had been the model for our State Act. Theseefforts were strenuously resisted by other groups and the Legislature did not adopt the amendments.That, it seems to us, is the best of reasons for not following those rulings of NLRB which were made inobedience to a statutory command (in the federal act) that our General Assembly considered andrejected. III.The rest of the Hospital's argument concerns the disadvantages to it of fragmenting bargaining units andmultiplying the burdens of collective bargaining. On this score all that we have said before is fullyapplicable. We repeat it in capsule form.To a certain extent multiplicity of units is required by the statutory provisions concerning professionalsand supervisors. Beyond that, we recognize that fragmentation is an evil to be avoided wherecountervailing considerations do not require it. But here, as in our former cases, the Hospital is not facedwith the present prospect of fragmentation (beyond what the statute requires). Only one union seeks anelection in a single family of the Hospital's employees. In. such a case combination of that family withanother will in all likelihood mean that the majority of the unit sought will be overwhelmed by themajority of the larger unit, thereby thwarting the desire of the original group for union representationand, consequently, one of the prime objectives of the Act.This, we find, would be a distinct disadvantage so far as the policy of the Act goes. Perhaps if this were theonly way to avoid the disadvantages from fragmentation and multiplicity, the sacrifice would have to bemade, but we believe it is not the only way and that there are alternatives which do not entail the



sacrifice. We have prophesied that if unionism spreads in a hospital the most likely course the spread willtake is through enlargement of the existing unit. The Hospital, when asked on oral argument whether thisprophesy had ever proven false in practice, was able to point to no case.* (Tr. 59). And we know of noinstance in which the threat of fragmentation has become realized although this line of decision goesback some five years.The Hospital urges, however, that the Union here is not a traditional hospital union (like Local 1199) andthat further organization in the Hospital may be done by other unions. We recognize this possibility, andif we are later faced with a different union's petition to hold an election in another Unit (e.g. the service,or the general family) we will then take a fresh look at the size of the unit and may find that the largerunit is the more appropriate one when the fact (rather than the mere possibility) of fragmentation isthrown into the balance. The Hospital expresses the fear that this will prove disruptive but devices areavailable to minimize disruption and we find this fear, like the fear of fragmentation, exaggerated. Afterall, our practice has apparently met the pragmatic test. Neither any hospital nor the very able HospitalAssociation has been able to point to a single case where the fears of fragmentation have been realized.This disposes of the Hospital's argument that recent legislation designed to control runaway hospitalcharges requires acceptance of its position. The Hospital cannot and does not claim that this legislation(P.A. 73-117) repeals the Labor Relations Act or those sections which make hospitals subject to its terms.Extra costs which are inseparable from collective bargaining must somehow be reconciled with the laterlegislation as the Hospital recognizes. It is only the additional expense generated by fragmentedbargaining (over and above what is inherent in collective bargaining itself) to which the Hospital'sargument is addressed. And as we have shown we do not believe that fragmentation will result from ourruling. IV.It remains to make specific application of the foregoing to the facts of this case. We find that themaintenance family, a creature of the Hospital's own efforts towards efficient organization, constitutes anappropriate unit for the purposes of collective bargaining. Whether we would have excluded securityguards from the unit if the matter had been put to us for decision we may now pass over. The partieshave agreed to their exclusion and we find nothing in the Act which clearly requires their inclusion. Weshall therefore exclude them.We have consistently ruled that it is proper to exclude clerical employees from a unit such as that soughthere if either party objects to their inclusion. See Yale-New Haven Hospital, E-2413, Dec. No. 1108-A(1973) point II, at p. 10. That result here is also congruent with the Hospital's own division into families.We shall therefore exclude them. Direction of ElectionBy virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations by theConnecticut State Labor Relations Act, it is
* It did point to Waterbury Hospital but on being pressed recognized that fragmentation had not resulted there. What hadoccurred was a succession of unsuccessful attempts to win elections by different unions and a final successful attempt bya single union in a smaller unit.



DIRECTED that, as part of the determination by the Board to ascertain the exclusive representative forcollective bargaining with the Hospital, an election by secret ballot shall be conducted under thesupervision of the Agent within twenty (20) days of the issuance hereof among the following employeesof the Hospital: electricians, plumbers, painters, yardmen, drivers, boiler engineers andfiremen, carpenters, and air conditioning and refrigeration men, togetherwith group leaders in each classification and all other non-supervisorymaintenance employees,to determine whether or not they desire to be represented by Teamsters Local Union No. 677.

TO:Griffin Hospital130 Division CERTIFIEDDerby, Connecticut 06418 (RRR)Emanuel N. Psarakis, Esq.101 Pearl StreetHartford, Connecticut 06103Teamsters Local Union No. 6771871 Baldwin Street CERTIFIEDWaterbury, Connecticut (RRR)


